
APT Session #1 9/18/19

Establishing and Maintaining a Safe and Positive 
Learning Environment for All CRLS Community Members

What you need to know to support CRLS 
students, and community members 
regarding.forms of harassment, sexual 
violence, bullying and cyberbullying.



Why are we doing this? What are the objectives of 
this training?

• CRLS conducts this session to enhance staff capacity and understanding of 
policies and practices in order to support students and maintain a safe 
school environment focused on achievement.  

• Understand the federal, state, and district legal definitions of 
Discriminatory Harassment, Sexual Assault, Bullying, and Cyberbullying 
and what these laws mean for our work at CRLS

• Identify ways to recognize, intervene, and report the above.  Develop 
strategies for supporting victims and preventing further incidents



                                                 Notice
• Get to know your students well 

– Check in with them about what’s going on with them.
– You have a better chance of recognizing when things seem to amiss 
– You increase the chance that a student will connect with you to share 

their experience.

• Greet students at the doorway of your class or position yourself right 
outside of your class during changes in Block periods.   

Notice, Intervene, & Report



                                                 Interact
• Check in with a student about a situation that you observed or one that is 

ongoing
• Focus on de-escalating 
• Question not immediate judgment

– Seeking to understand what is/has happened

Notice, Interact, & Report



                                                 Report
• Treat all complaints/reports seriously
• Promptly report complaint or inappropriate conduct witnessed to 

supervisor
• All complaints/reports are to be promptly and thoroughly investigated
• Maintain confidentiality to the extent practicable

Notice, Interact, & Report



                                                 Report

When a student reports to you...

• Disclose to student, that you are a mandated reporter if he/she reports to 
you that he/she is unsafe, or in harm’s way, or reports someone else to be 
unsafe or in harm’s way you need to share this information with a dean 
and the parent/guardian.

• Offer students the opportunity to join you in the conversation with the 
dean. Students do NOT have to report this information to their respective 
dean if they feel more comfortable with someone else.

• The Dean will work with their LC team to develop next steps for each 
unique situation. This plan will likely involve notifying a student’s family. 

Notice, Interact, & Report



▶ Repeated use by one or more students or by a member of a school staff of a 
written, verbal or electronic expression or a physical act or gesture or any 
combination thereof, directed at a target/victim that:

◦ (i) causes physical or emotional harm to the target/victim or damage to 
the target/victim’s property

◦ (ii) places the target/victim in reasonable fear of harm to himself or 
herself or damage to his/her property

◦ (iii) creates a hostile environment at school for the target/victim

◦ (iv) infringes on the rights of the target/victim at school; or

◦ (v) materially and substantially disrupts the education process or the 
orderly operation of a school

Bullying is:



• Use of technology or any electronic communication, including, but not 
limited, to electronic mail, internet communications, instant messages or 
facsimile communications that creates any of the conditions enumerated 
in the definition of bullying

• Creation of a web page or blog in which the creator assumes the identity 
of another person; or

• The knowing impersonation of another person as the author of posted 
content or messages, if the creation or impersonation creates any of the 
conditions in the definition of bullying 

Cyberbullying is:



Harassment is:

• A discriminatory behavior

• May include oral, written, electronic or physical conduct;

• Discrimination can be based on actual or perceived characteristics.

• May take place in school or school-related activity;

• Must be sufficiently severe, persistent or pervasive;

• Creates a hostile environment by denying, interfering with or limiting the 
ability of a student(s) to participate in or benefit from educational 
activities and programs.



Sexual Harassment/ Sexual Violence:

“Sexual Harassment” is defined as unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature 
and includes:

• Sexual advances and requests for sexual favors
• Verbal, nonverbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature

“Sexual violence” includes “rape, sexual assault, sexual battery, sexual abuse, 
and sexual coercion.” All acts of sexual violence are forms of sexual 
harassment covered under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. 

• Physical acts perpetrated against a person’s will or where a person is 
incapable of giving consent due to the victim’s use of drugs or alcohol, or is 
unable to give consent due to an intellectual impairment or other disability



Sexual Harassment includes, but is not limited to:

• Unwelcome sexual advances, whether they involve physical touching or 
not

• Unwelcome leering, whistling, brushing against the body, sexual gestures, 
suggestive or insulting comments

• Sexual epithets, jokes, written or verbal references to sexual conduct, 
comments about an individual's’ body, comments about an individual’s 
sexual activity, deficiencies, or prowess

• Discussions of one’s own sexual activities or inquiries into others’ sexual 
experiences

• Displaying sexually suggestive objects, pictures, cartoons

(From Cambridge Public Schools Non-Discriminatory Policy and Prohibition 
Against Sexual Harassment)



Hostile Environments and “Third Party Harassment”:

Harassment need not be directed at a specific victim. Discriminatory words 
and/or actions can be observed or overheard and create a hostile 
environment for students even if there was not a specific intent to offend.

• Display or circulation of written materials or pictures that are degrading to 
a person or group

• Verbal abuse or insults… made in the presence of an individual or group
• Any action or speech that is sufficiently, pervasive or persistent that it 

interferes with or limits the ability of an individual or group to participate 
in or benefit from an activity and/or creates an intimidating, threatening, 
or abusive...environment

(From Cambridge Public Schools Non-Discriminatory Policy and Prohibition 
Against Sexual Harassment)



Scenario #1: How would you address this?

While standing in front of your room before class starts, you observe a 
student named Harper, trying to convince another student, Jesse for a 
hug.  They are talking and laughing with each other but Jesse does not 
hug Harper.  Jesse then attempts to move around Harper to go to 
class, but is blocked from entering the class until Jesse embraces and 
hugs Harper.  

• What, if anything, is concerning in this scenario?  
• In discussing this with your colleagues, how did they say they would 

respond?
• Input your response using the following google form link- 

https://forms.gle/Z8C67RJGH4hicAua8
•

https://forms.gle/Z8C67RJGH4hicAua8


Scenario #2: How would you address this?

A transgender student, Sam walks past your classroom while it is in 
session.  Another student, Charlie, notices Sam walking by and loudly 
states- “Was that a boy or girl?”  After hearing Charlie’s rather loud 
question, a few students in the class start to laugh.  

• What is concerning in this scenario?  
• In discussing this with your colleagues, how did they say they would 

respond?
• Input your response using the following google form link- 

https://forms.gle/9kxxpRVUKZEuLHeY7
•

https://forms.gle/9kxxpRVUKZEuLHeY7


Scenario #3: How would you address this?

Armani Snapchatted Luca an embarrassing selfie.  Armani didn’t expect 
that Luca would take a screenshot of the picture and upload it to 
Instagram. Armani didn’t want to seem uptight, but Luca’s posting of the 
selfie to Instagram was really upsetting. When Armani texted Luca to 
take it down, Luca replied, “Stop being extra, I’m just playing” but did 
not take the picture down. It already had over 150 likes and comments 
when Armani tells you about this incident.

• What, if anything, is concerning in this scenario?  
• In discussing this with your colleagues, how did they say they would 

respond?
• Input your response using the following google form link- 

https://forms.gle/rsYTNUTScV7Ea7YU9
•

https://forms.gle/rsYTNUTScV7Ea7YU9


Scenario #4: How would you address this?

Skyler, a student with a learning disability reports to you that he feels 
picked on by two students in your class.  Skyler further states that 
over the summer he was harassed and picked on by a group of teens 
that included some CRLS students, but not the two students in your 
class.  You notice bruising on Skyler’s arm and scrapes on his 
knuckles.  He does not remember how he bruised his arm or 
knuckles.  He also doesn’t want you to tell his Dean anything about 
being picked on.   

• What, if anything, is concerning in this scenario?  
• How did they say they would respond?
• Input your response using the following google form link- 

https://forms.gle/mLjZYpu4qCTSDVyF9
•

https://forms.gle/mLjZYpu4qCTSDVyF9


Information Resources- 



• Maintain an educational and work environment free from 
discrimination, harassment & bullying

• Prohibit any form of discriminatory, harassing or bullying behavior 
that insults the dignity of others or interferes with the freedom of an 
individual to learn or work

• Prohibit retaliatory conduct towards persons who have filed 
complaints of alleged discrimination, harassment or bullying or who 
have assisted in investigations of alleged discrimination, harassment 
or bullying

Remember to:


